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ON COMPLETENESS OF TRANSVERSELY PROJECTIVE 
FOLIATIONS 
GAEL MEIGNEZ 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A CODIMENSION-I foliation on a differentiable n-manifold is called complete if the manifold is 
covered by the product of the real line and an (possibly noncompact) (n - I)-manifold C, 
such that the leaves of the foliation are the images of the hypersurfaces constant x 1. 
Much of the study of a complete foliation reduces to the study of a group of diffeomor- 
phisms of the real line. 
Is completeness stable under small perturbations of the foliation? The aim of this paper 
is to answer this question in the rcstrictcd frame of codimcnsion-I foliations which carry 
a transverse projective geometry. on 3-manifolds. 
In this paper, all manifolds, smooth maps and foliations arc of class C’. 
A trun.scerse projectiw utfus for a foliation 9, is a covering of the underlying manifold by 
a collection of 9-distinguished charts, for which the transverse coordinate transformations 
are projective, i.c. of the form .Y H ux + b/cx + d. 
A trunsuerse projeclioe structure is a maximal transverse projective atlas. A trunscersely 
projective fdiution is a foliation endowed with a transverse projective structure. 
We shall exclude from this work the following particular case. We call a transversely 
projective foliation reducible if it admits an atlas in which all the transverse coordinate 
transformations, considered as elements of PSL(2, [w), belong to some proper closed 
connected Lie subgroup. 
For example, let 9 be a transversely projective foliation which admits an atlas in which 
all the transverse coordinate transformations are of the form x H (IX + b (this is called 
a trunsversely uJfine foliurion). Then 9 is reducible. 
Here is our main result. We shall endow the set of all foliations on a tixcd manifold, with 
the C’fine topology in the sense of [3]. Roughly speaking: two foliations are close to each 
other when they admit C’-close atlases of distinguished charts. 
THEOREM 1. Fix a compact 3-munifold. Consider the spuce of all its foliations which admit 
an irreducible transverse projectice structure, endowed with the fine topology. The subset of 
complete foliations is open. 
On the other hand there exists a closed 3-manifold with a sequence of noncomplete 
transversely u&e foliations, which converge towards a complete transversely affine foli- 
ation (see [5]). This limit foliation is a fibration. 
Therefore in the framework of foliations without transverse geometric structure, the 
right question to raise seems to be the following: 
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Question. Let us consider, on a given closed n-manifold, the set of all foliations which 
have at least one leaf with hyperbolic holonomy. Is the subset of complete foliations open? 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on an algebraic-homological interpretation of com- 
pleteness which we shall now state. 
Let us consider the universal covering of PSL(2, [w), which we denote $L(2. Iw). It is 
a group of diffeomorphisms of the real line, considered as the universal covering of the real 
projective line. 
In a transversely projective foliation. the holonomy of the leaves provides a representa- 
tion of the fundamental group of the manifold in .C?L(Z, iw). called the holonomy representa- 
tion. It is well-defined by the transverse projective structure, up to conjugation by an 
element of SL(2. &X). 
For any group II, and any representation H of II in fL(2. K!), let ZII,’ (resp. HI,) be 
the algebra over the ring ZfI. made of all formal series: 
nozO + nlrl + n2rz +. . . 
with nie.Z and T,E fl. such that, for every real number X, the sequence H(ai)(x) tends to 
+ x (resp. - xl. 
Let H, (n; ZKl~ ) and H, (FI; ZFl; ) denote the l-dimensional homology groups of 
Fl with twisted coeGcients. 
Ttirxx-xbf 2. Let .P he cm irreducible ttwnsrersely projective /oliation on a compact 
3-n111nifoltl IV. Suppose thclt it is tnuwcrse to C7M, and has only one Novikov component. Let 
II he thc~jirncltrmc~tltctl group C$ M. trnd H he the holonomy representation of 9. 
Then .B is compkte i/‘r~rrd ortly g fi, (n; En 6 ) = 0 and H, (n; e i ) = 0. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some gcncral preliminary remarks 
and some notation. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Thcorcm 2. 
In Section 4, we shall show that the vanishing of H,(fI; ZII;) and H,(lI; ZII,) is 
stable under small perturbations of II (Proposition IO). 
In Section 5. we shall show that on a neighbourhood of the set of complete foliations, the 
holonomy rcprescntation dcpcnds continuously on the foliation (Proposition 12). 
The set of foliations with only one Novikov component is obviously an open neighbour- 
hood of the set of complctc foliations. Thcrcfore Theorem I follows immediately from 
Theorem 2 and Propositions 10 and 12. 
In Section 6, to show that our theorems are nonempty, we shall exhibit a compact 
3-manifold that carries both many complete irreducible transversely projective foliations, 
and many noncomplete ones. 
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is adapted from Sikorav’s work on singular 
closed l-forms [7]. where the ring ZlI,i was introduced in the case of a representation 
[!I: ll -+ [w. and where it was proved in this framework that the vanishing of H,( II; ZII,) is 
stable under small perturbations of If. 
I thank E. Ghys for his interest in this work. 
2. PRELI%llNARIES 
Let us first recall a few clcmcntary facts about fL(2, [w). and introduce some notation 
and vocabulary. 
Let us consider the clcmcnts of PSL(?. R) as diffeomorphisms of the real projective line. 
They lift to diffcomorphisms of the real line, considered as the universal covering of the real 
projective line. The group ?L(Z, R) is the set of all those lifted diffeomorphisms. 
Let il be a group and H bc a representation of ll in $L.(Z, W). 
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Definitions. H is reducible when H(n) is contained in a proper closed connected Lie 
subgroup of Z?UZ. R), or in other words when H(n) is solvable. H is degenerate when H(n) 
has a fixed point on the real line. 
One easily sees that H is reducible precisely when either: 
(a) it is degenerate, or 
(b) it has an infinite closed discrete orbit on the real line, or 
(c) it is conjugate, in $f.(2, R). to a group of translations of the real line. 
Every element of Z?L(2. W) commutes with the unit translation .Y I- I + I. Therefore for 
every element ; of fI. the function H(y)(x) - x is a periodic continuous function, and 
therefore it has a finite minimum value. which we denote - rH(;‘). So the closer c”(y) is to 
-K , the more H(y) pushes all points of the real line towards + x 
For every element a of the group ring HfI, let C&)E [ - x , + x[ be the maximum 
value of r,, on the support of Q. We see immediately that rH is a valuation on ZTL in other 
words: 
L’H(U + b) 5 max(r,(o). c,,(b)) 
t:r,(uh) 5 L’,,(u) + L‘,{(h) 
The definition given in the introduction just means that ZTlG is the completed ring of 
Zfl for the valuation u,,. 
Symmetrically, H has an oppositcj rcy-wwtution - H, which is H conjugated by x c-r - X. 
In other words,( - I!)(y)(x) = - fr(;,)( - x). The ring Zfl, = iZfI ZIr is the completion of 
Zfl rclativc to the valuation r_,,. 
In most of the following. wc shall forget that .J!Tl ,; and BII ,i arc rings and just use them 
as a right mod&s over ZTI. 
Wc shall use the following remark scvcral times. 
Remurk 3. If II is nondcgcneratc, then there exists an clcmcnt of fI with strictly ncgativc 
valuation o,r. 
Proo$ We are looking for an elcmcnt 7 in II such that for every point .Y on the real line, 
H(y)(x) > x. Since elements of H( II) commute with the unit translation, it is enough that 
H(y)(O) > I. But if there was no such element, then the orbit of 0 would bc bounded above, 
and its supremum would obviously be a fixed point for H(n). Thcrcfore H would bc 
degenerate. + 
Let us also recall general facts about transversely projective foliations (see for example 
[I]) and introduce some notations and vocabulary. 
Let M be a manifold and 3 be a transversely projective foliation on M. We denote by 
A7 the universal covering of N, and by IT the fundamental group of hJ (seen as the group of 
automorphisms of A?). Lift .F to a foliation 4 on 6. 
There exists a representation H: II + Z?J!.(~, R), called the hofo~~om~ representution of 9, 
and a submersion D: h? + R, called the decelopiny mup of 9, such that: 
Firstly, the leaves of .g are the connected components of the level surfaces of D. 
Secondly, D is equiruriant with respect to H, that is: for every YEIT and PEA?, one has 
D(;t(p)) = H(y)(D(p)). Thirdly, the maximal transverse projective atlas is made of those 
distinguished charts of 3’s which lift to charts of A? of the form 7~ D, where y~.C?fJ2, R). 
The pair (H, D) is unique up to the action of 5.C.Q. R) that changes (H. D) into 
(intyo H. 77 D). 
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Dejnitions. One calls .F reducible (resp. degenerate) when its holonomy representation 
is reducible (resp. degenerate). The image of its holonomy representation is the holonomy 
group. 
One sees easily that the new definition of reducibility coincides with the one given in the 
introduction. In fact, we shall prove Theorem 2 for nondegenerate, rather than irreducible, 
foliations. 
Remrk 4. If 3 is nondegenerate, then D is surjective onto R. 
Proof If D were not surjective its image would have a finite bound. Because of the 
equivariance property. this bound would be a fixed point for every element in the holonomy 
group. Therefore 9 would be degenerate, which is not the case. + 
3. tlO~lOLOGICAL CtL~RACTERIZATION OF COMPLETENESS 
In this section. we prove Theorem 2. Let us fix once and for all a compact 3-manifold 
hf and a nondegenerate transversely projective foliation S on izf, transverse to SM, and 
with only one Novikov component. 
We denote 16 the universal covering of M, and IT the fundamental group of M (seen as 
a group of automorphisms of &?). Let H:l7 + f?L(Z, R) be a holonomy representation for 
.P and D:,li -. iw be the corresponding holonomy map. 
Let us also fix a triangulation of M, and consider the corresponding triangulation of iii. 
As usual, we consider the simplicial chain groups with intcgcr cocfhcicnts C,( 6), endowed 
with the left IT-action inherited from the action on IV. and we form the tensor product over 
Bfl to dcfinc: 
C*(,M; Xl;) = a-I; 0 C,(G) C*( M; HI-I, ) = El-l, @ C,(ii, 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following interpretation: an element of those 
groups is an infinite simplicial chain in G. More prcciscly, because of the equivariance 
property of the developing map, C,(M; hfl;) (rcsp. C,(lV; Zf’I,)) is the group of infinite 
simpliciul chains in 123 which intersect every set D- ‘1 - cc, x] (resp. D-‘[A + a[) in 
a tinite number of simplices. 
The following notation and lemma will be useful: for every integer II, WC denote by 
117, the union of all 3-simplices that intersect the set D-‘[n, + a[. 
LEM~U 5. There exists u number K > 0 such [hut, for erery integer n, one has: 
D-‘[n -K, +m[=d&=D-‘[a, +K[ 
Proof oj the lemma Let {ci} be the finite set of simplices of M. For each bi, choose 
a lifting cii (a simplex of hj). Consider the maximum of the diameters of the D-images of 
those simplices, k = max(diam(D(Gi))). Every simplex (3 of h? is of the form 5 = y(Zi), and 
therefore D(S) = H(y)(D(Gi)). Since H(y) is a homeomorphism of R and commutes with the 
unit translation, the set (H(y)(x) - x/.x~R} has diameter smaller than 1. Therefore the 
difTcrence between the diameters of D(Gi) and H(y)(D(G,)) is smaller than 2, therefore 
diam(D(6)) < k + 2. Let K = k + 2. the claimed property is obvious. + 
We have to prove that 9 is complete if and only if HI (M; Zll~ ) and If, (M; Zll i ) are 
zero. Let us begin with the “only if” part. 
PROPOSITION 6. If .F is complete. then H 1 ( M; Hll I; ) and H , (M; ZIl i ) are zero. 
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ProofofProposirion 6. Let us assume that 3 is complete. Of course. we shall show only 
that HI (M; hlI i ) is zero. Let us fix a l-cycle :EZ,(M; ZlIi ). We must exhibit a 2-chain in 
C,(M; XI,‘). with boundary 2. 
We shall first write 2 as an infinite sum: z = z1 + z2 + :3 + . . . , where each zn will be 
a finite simplicial l-cycle zn E Z1 (,6), with support contained in ‘$7,. 
To do this, for every integer n. consider the finite simplicial l-chain U,E C,(G) consist- 
ing of the sum of the simplices in z that are not contained in Al,,. Therefore L - a, has 
support in A?,, , and in particular ?a, = - S(z - a,) is a O-cycle with support in $, . Since 
9 is complete, D- ‘[n, + ;c[ is diffeoyorphic to Rz x [0, + cx: [ or Sz x [0, + ccc, 
therefore it is connected. and finally M, is a connected simplicial subcomplex of @. 
Therefore Sa, is also the boundary of a finite simplicial l-chain b,EC,(G”). 
Therefore a, - b, is a finite simplicial l-cycle which approaches z in the following 
sense: the support of the difference : - (u, - b,) is contained in M,. We set 
=n =(a,-bb,)-(a,., -b,+, ). and the claimed properties are obvious. 
Let K be the constant given by Lemma 5. Since .F is complete, D-‘[II - K, + co[ is 
diffeomorphic to Rz x [O. + x[ or S’ x [O. + 3c[, and therefore simply connected. There- 
fore :” is the boundary of a singular 2-chain contained in D- ‘[n - K, + ZO[. Therefore zln is 
also the boundary of a simpliciul finite 2-chain c, contained in fin_K. 
The series c, + c2 + c, + . . . converges to a 2-chain in C,(M; ZII,‘), with 
boundary z. + 
Now comes the “if” part. We have to show that if If,(M; ZII;) and If,(M; Z!ll,) are 
zero, then .P is complctc. WC break the proof into two steps. Here is the first enc. 
PRNVXITICIN 7. If H,(M; i?Tl~) und H,(M; ZII,) are xro, then for every red x the 
level surflice D - ’ (x) is connected. 
Since A? is simply conncctcd and D-‘(x) is a properly imbcddcd surface dividing 6 into 
two regions D-‘I- ca,,x] and D-‘[x, + a[, it is equivalent to say that D-‘(x) is 
connected or that D-‘I- a, x] and D- ‘[x, + CG[ arc both connected. We shall show: 
PROPOSITION 7 MS. If If ,(M; ZIIA ) is zero, then for every red x the set D - ’ [x, + co[ 
is connected. 
One can of course show, in exactly the same way, that if the group H L (M; Xl; ) is zero 
then the set D-l] - a, x] is connected. Therefore Proposition 7 is reduced to Proposition 
7 bis. 
The idea of the proof of Proposition 7 bis is as follows: assuming that some set 
D-‘[x, + oo[ is not connected, we shall build a I-cycle z in Z,(M; Zni), a doubly infinite 
simplicial path, with its two infinite brunches lying in two different components of 
D-‘[x, + a[. It will then follow easily that 2 is not a boundary. 
Since it is not obvious that there exist two different (or even one) components of 
D-‘[x, + m[ containing infinite branches of this type, we have a little work to do first. 
LEMMA 8. For every real x. every connected component of D-l [x, + a[ contains an 
“infinite brunch”, that is: a chain in Cl (M; 2Tl-I; ) whose boundary is only one point. 
Proof of Lemma 8. Let us first build, anywhere in fi, a chain c in CI(M; HII;) whose 
boundary is only one point. 
This is easy: let us choose an element z in ll such that v,,(r) is negative. Let us choose 
also a point fi in the zero-skeleton of A?, and a simplicial l-chain u with boundary 61 - a(G). 
TOF’ 31:2-O 
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The series 1 + z + x2 + z3 + . . . converges in HII;, and therefore the series 
a + z(a) + 2(a) + 2(a) + . . . converges to a l-chain c in C, (,W ZlYIi ). The boundary of 
c is just fi. 
Let us show that any component A of any D- ’ [x, + az[ contains an image ‘J(C) of c. 
Notice that it is not even obvious that A meets the O-skeleton of fi. Moreover, even if 
A surjects on Ahi, notice that c may not be transverse to .@ (it seems difficult to decide 
whether or not, in any nondegenerate transversely projective foliation, there exists a trans- 
verse loop of which the image by the holonomy map has no fixed point). Therefore even if 
we would choose 7 such that y(c) had its origin in A, it could leave A. 
Fix a point 6 in A. Consider the point 4’ on the support of c where D takes its minimal 
value on c. Consider their images p, q in M. Since 9 has only one Novikov component, 
there exists a path going from p to q and positively transverse to 9 (note that every 
transversely projective foliation is transversely oriented, the term “positively” refers to this 
transverse orientation). Lift this path, starting at the point 6. The other extremity of the 
lifted path is a point of the form y(G). Obviously y(c) is contained in A. + 
Proof oj Proposition 7his. Let us assume that there exists an x such that the set 
D-‘[s. + r_[ is not connected, and prove that the group H,(M; ZfI,‘) is not zero. 
Let us consider two ditTerent components A, A’ of D - ‘[x, + m[. After the preceding 
Icmma, there exists an infinite branch c (resp. c’) contained in A (resp. A’). Choose any 
simplicial l-chain h with boundary &’ - c%, and set 2 = c + h - c’. It belongs to 
%,(hl; Zrl,i). 
Since the boundary ?A of fl is a locally finite union of closed (maybe noncompact) 
surfaces, the aigcbraic intcrscction number of I-dimensional singular cycles with dA is 
well-dclincd as ;I morphism from H,(G) to Z. Since D( dA) = {x) is bounded above, this 
function obviously extends to HI (M; Z FI G ) and the value of 2 is + I. Thcrcfore z is not 
a boundary. + 
Now WC ptocccd IO the second step, the only place in the proof of Theorems 1 and 
2 whcrc tho hypothesis of dimension 3 is invoked: 
I’HOPOSITION 9. Ijyi)r every real x the level surfuce D- ‘(x) is connected, then thejidiution 
.F is complete. 
Proo/. Let assume that all level surfaces D-‘(x) are connected, and prove that 9 is 
complete. 
Since 9 has only one Novikov component and is transverse to the boundary of M, after 
the celebrated Novikov Closed Leaf Theorem, the fundamental group of every leaf must 
inject into II. In other words, the leaves of the lifted foliation $ are l-connected. Let us 
distinguish between two cases. 
(i) All lcavcs of s are diffeomorphic to the plane. 
The assumption that level surfaces of D are connected makes D a diffeomorphism from 
fi/s onto R. After a theorem of Palmeira’s ([6]), noncompact manifolds foliated by planes 
arc classified by their space of leaves. Therefore there exists a foliation-preserving diffeomor- 
phism bctwccn 6 and W’ x R. That is what was to be proved. 
(ii) At lcast one leaf F of 3 is diffeomorphic to the sphere or the disc. 
Let F bc its image in icI. It is a leaf off and it is ditTeomorphic either to the sphere, or to 
the disc, or to the projective plane. In either of the two first cases the leaf F is without 
holonomy. In the third case also, since 9, as a transversely projective foliation, is trans- 
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versely orientable. After Reeb’s Stability Theorem, F has a whole neighbourhood made of 
compact leaves without holonomy. Since 9 is transversely analytic, all its leaves are 
compact and without holonomy. 
Therefore M/J is a circle, and the projection of M onto M/9 is a fibration (with fibre 
F). Therefore the projection of G onto ‘G/g 2 R is a fibration (with fiber F). Such 
a fibration is always trivial (a product). That is what was to be proved. + 
Theorem 2 obviously follows from Propositions 6, 7 and 9. 
1. VASISHING OF HOMOLOGY GROUPS IS STABLE 
In this section. we fix a finitely presented group II. Consider the set HomNI; .t?L(2, iw)), 
endowed with its usual topology: the coarsest for which for every element ‘J of II, the map 
H I+ H(y) is continuous. Our aim is to prove: 
PROPOSITION IO. In the spuce Hom(H; sT(2. Iw)), the subspace of nondeyenerare H’s for 
which H,(lJ: Z’ll: ) = 0, is open. 
It follows of course that the subspace of nondegenerate H’s for which H,(ll; ZI’I,) is 
zero, is also open. We shall follow very closely Sikorav’s ideas. 
Let us fix a nondegcncrate rcprcscntation If from II into $L(2.tR). Let us choose a finite 
prcscntation of ll by p generators 7,. . . . , 7, and q relations. Since If is nondcgcneratc, WC 
can suppose. adding if nccdcd one gcncrator and one relation, that aI, is negative. 
From this prcscntation one derives an exact scqucncc (S) of loft Zll-modules of the 
following form: 
(Ln)q - r1 (Hfl)P -2-b zn-+z (S) 
WC do not need to know Sz, but WI: need to know d, : to the ith vector of the canonical 
basis, it associates the clement I - i’i. 
The manipulation of matrices with entries in a noncommutative ring needs a little cart. 
WC write elements of(ZfI)‘and (hII)qas roe+ matrices, and G2 as the riyllr multiplication by 
a p x q (p columns and y rows) matrix M with entries in Zll. Let M’ be the same matrix as 
M but with the last column forgotten. 
For every matrix A with entries in Fig, let us denote by u,,(A) the maximum value of 
rfI on the entries of A. 
PROPOSITION 1 I. Lrr H und M’ be us uhoce. Denote by I the unit (p - I) x (p - 1) mulrix. 
The jidlowing conditions ure eyuirulent: 
(a) fI,(l-l; ZI-I,:) = 0. 
(b) 7Iere exists a q x (p - I) murrix X wirh entries in HII; , such thut XM’ = I. 
(c) There exism N q x (p - I) mulrix Y with entries in Z!Il, such lhut u,,( I - YM’) c 0. 
Let us first see how Proposition 10 follows from Proposition Il. 
Procjf of Proposilion IO. Let H be a nondegenerate elcmcnt of Hom(II; 515(2, IR)) such 
that H,(l-l; ZI-I;) = 0. 
Choose as above a finite presentation “of ll by p generators yI , . . . , yp and q relations, 
such that ~‘~(7~) is negative. Derive as above from this presentation a matrix M’. After 
Proposition I I, there exists a q x (p - I) matrix Y with entries in ZII, such that 
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c,,( I - Y,kf’) is negative. Since I - YM’ has entries in ZlT, the union of the supports of its 
entries is afinite subset {tr,, . . . , a,}ofIT.0nehasc,(~,)c0andr,(a,)c0and...and 
C”(6.V) < 0. 
For any element 7 in IT, since cH( ;1) is the opposite of the minimum value of the periodic 
continuous function H(y)(x) - I, it depends continuously on H. Therefore any 
K E Hom(lI; $L(Z. Iw)) which is close enough to H will also satisfy cl;(yp) < 0 and I’m < 0 
and . . . and ~~(0,~) < 0. Such a K is nondegenerate, and satisfies condition (c) of Proposi- 
tion 11 with the same presentation and the same matrices tvf’ and Y as for H. Therefore it 
also satisfies condition (a): H L (II; Z ll i ) = 0. + 
Proof of Proposirion 11. Let us first prove the equivalence of (a) and (b). Consider the 
sequence obtained from the preceding one (S) by means of left tensor product, over ZlT, 
with ZHi : 
(HII;) 2-a (ZrI;,P d’ zn,’ 
Let us regard d2 as a map d; from (ZHi)q to KER(d,). Of course, condition (a) (nullity 
of H,(ll; i2l-I;)) is the same thing as the surjectivity of d;. 
We shall now prove that KER(d,) is free. and exhibit a basis. 
Let US denote ei = (0,. . . , 1.. . . ,O) the ith vector of the canonical basis of (ZIIi)P. 
Notice that since t!,,(yp) is negative, 
(I - yp)-’ = 1 + yp + 7: + . . . Therefore 
i= I,...,p- I, 3 basis of KER(d,). 
Since KER(d,) is free. the surjcctivity 
invcrsc for d;. 
d,(e,) = I - yp is invertible, with inverse 
the vectors ei - dt (ei)(! - v,)- ’ e,, form for 
of cl> is equivalent to the existence of a right 
On another hand, the matrix M’ is just the matrix of d; when (ZH :I )“ is endowed with 
the canonical basis and KER(d,) is cndowcd with the exhibited basis. Thcrcfore the 
existence of a right inverse for J2 is cquivalcnl to the existcncc of a left inverse for M’, which 
is condition (b). 
Let us now prove that condition (b) implies condition (c). 
Assume that there exists a matrix X with entries in ZIT; , such that XM’ = I. 
For every real t and every element u of Z ll L , we can write a = h + c, where b belongs to 
ZH and err(c) < t. Proceeding entry by entry with t = u,,(M’), we can write X = Y + Z, 
where the entries of Y belong to ZH and a,,(Z) < u,,( IV’). Since 1 - YM’ = ZM’ and 
or,(Zhf’) < us(Z) + ~‘,,(Icf’), WC see that o,,(l - YM’) is negative 
Let us now prove that condition (c) implies condition (b). 
Assume that there exists a matrix Y with entries in ZH, such that A = I - YM’ verifies 
rr,(A) c 0. Therefore the series I + A + AZ + . . . converges towards a matrix with entries 
inhlT~.LetX=(I+A+A2+...)Y.0nehas: 
XICI’ = (I + A + A2 +. . .)YM’ = (I + A + A’ +. . .)(I - A) = I. 
Therefore X is a left inverse for M’, with entries in Z Il I; . + 
5. DEPESDENCE OF THE tlOLONOMI’ REPRESENTATION ON THE TOPOLOGY OF TttE 
FOLIATION 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 12. Let M be ajixed compact manijbld. Let us consider the set TPF(M) of 
foliations on M that carry at least one irreducible transverse projectice structure. It is endowed 
with the C’ fine topology. Consider the subset CTPF(M) of complete foliations. 
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There exists a neighbourhood U ofCTPF(M), such thatfor erery 9 E U, all the irreducible 
transrerse projectice structures on 9 hare the same holonomy representation H(9). More- 
orer this map 
9 I+ H(f):U + Hom(x,(M), Z?L(2, W))/gU2, R) 
is continuous. 
The proof occupies the remainder of this section. It relies on the following notion. 
Let 9~ TPF(M) and (yl ,. . . , 7.) be a finite system of generators for n,(M). We call 
9 totally hyperbolic relative to (7, , . . . ,y.), and write 9 E H YP(M. yl, . . . , y.), if, for every 
nonempty product of the i’i’S of the form i’il . . . yip, with I _< i, < . . . < i, < n, the con- 
jugacy class Of yir . . . i’ip is represented by a closed curve tangent to 9 and with nontrivial 
linear holonomy. 
Let U be the union ofall HYP(M, y,, . . . , y.)‘s. that is the set of all 9 E TPF(M) which 
are totally hyperbolic relative to at least one finite system of generators for n,(M). 
I/ is an open subset of TPF(M) for the C’ fine topology, since obviously every 
H YP(M, yt , . . . , y,,) is open. 
To show that U contains CTPF(M). let us begin with an algebraic result. 
PROPOSITION 13. Every finitely generated, nonsolcahle subgroup offL(2, R). has at least 
one Jinite system (2, , . . . , 5(,) of generators, such that ercry nnncmpty positive product 
CZi, . . . lip of the q’s, has at least one hyperbolic fixed point (thut is an XE R such thtJl 
ail . . . ?.i,(X) = ,Y and (ril . . . aip)‘(.x) # 1). 
Proof of Proposition 13. Let I- be the subgroup. One shows first that, since I- is 
nonsolvablc, it contains an clcmcnt &, with an hyperbolic fixed point .Y. Morcovcr, for every 
ncighbourhood Vof .‘c, the group I- is gcncratcd by the subset of clcmcnts which send .rl into 
V. The proof uses only clemcntary manipulations that have been used cxtensivcly in the 
literature for the study of subgroups of SL(2. R). The reader may prove this as an cxcrcise. 
We can suppose that x is an attracting fixed point for to. Let V be a connected 
neighborhood of .y which is relatively compact in the attraction basin of x. Let 5, , . . . ,<. be 
a finite generating family of I- such that <r(x), . . . , &(x) belong to V. If the intcgcr N is big 
enough, then a, = <t<, , . . . , a, = #<. send V to a proper subinterval of V, and there- 
fore every nonempty positive product of the ai’s has at least one hyperbolic fixed point 
in V. + 
Let us show now that U contains CTPF(M). 
Let SECTPF(M). Let H denote the holonomy representation of 9. According to 
Proposition 13, the holonomy group H(n,(M)) has a finite system of generators 
@I,. . .1 a,,,), such that every nonempty product of the r,‘s has at least one hyperbolic fixed 
point. One builds easily a finite system (yl , . . . , 7,) of generators for nl(M), with n 2 m, 
such that H(i,) = aI,. . . , H(y,,,) = a,,, and H(Y,,,+~) = . . . = H(y”) = a,. For every prod- 
uct y,, . . . yfp, the image H(;rl, . . . yip) has at least one hyperbolic fixed point. Since 9 is 
complete, this implies that the conjugacy class of yil . . . yip is represented by a closed curve 
tangent to 9 and with nontrivial linear holonomy. Therefore 9 E H YP(M, y, , . . . , yn). 
Now let (y,,. . . , y.) be a fixed finite system of generators for X,(/V). Let us prove 
that for every 9~ H YP(M, yI , . . . , 7.). all irreducible transverse projective structures 
on 9 have the same holonomy representation H(9), and that this map 9 H H(S) is 
continuous. 
Let H be the holonomy representation of a transverse projective structure on 9. Since 
the H(yi)‘S have fixed points on the real line, and since every hyperbolic element of SL(2, R) 
has a unique lifting in fL(2, R) with fixed points, H is totally determined by its image in 
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Hom(lr,(M); SL(2, R))/SL(Z, R). which we denote H’. Obviously H depends continuously 
on H’. 
Every trace tr(H’(yi, . . . pi,)) is just the sum i. + i.- ‘, where i. is the linear holonomy of 
the tangent curve representing ‘r’il . . . ‘/ip. Therefore this trace depends only on the C’ 
structure of 9, and this dependence is continuous for the C’ fine topology. We also see that 
H’ is not parabolic. 
The result therefore follows immediately from a classical theorem concerning repres- 
entations of groups in SL(2, W) ([I], [4]): every nonparabolic element H’ of Hom(rr,(M); 
SL(2, R))/SL(2, R) is totally determined by the family of traces: 
(tr(H’(yi, . . . Yip)))l_<il<...<ipSn 
and depends continuously on this family. + 
6. EXAMPLES 
PROPOSITION 14. There exists a closed 3-mani$Ad carrying both complete and noncom- 
plete irreducible tranwersely proj,jsctireji,licltiorts with only one Norikoc component. The set of 
noncomplete ones has nonempty interior for the topology described below. 
Given a compact manifold 1cI, WC have used up to now the C’ fine topology on the set of 
foliations on IV. This topology is too coarse in gcncral to handle transvcrscly projcctivc 
foliations, since it does not take cart of the transverse gcomctric structure. 
Hcrc is the proper topology. Let us endow the set C’(fi, R) of smooth real valued 
functions on the universal covering fi with the C’ topology on compact subsets. The group 
fl*(2, R) operates on the left. WC endow the quotient space with the quotient topology. 
The set of transvcrscly projcctivc foliations on M is just a subspacc of the quotient (see 
Section 2). We endow it with the induced topology, which we call the trunscersely projectice 
topolo~gy. 
For this topology, the holonomy representation obviously depends continuously on the 
foliation. 
ProofoJ’Proposition 14. Start from a closed orientable surface Z of genus y 2 2. Choose 
in I: an embedded circle C which is nontrivial in homology, and choose in S’ a basepoint s. 
Consider the product 3-manifold I: x S’ and its embedded circle C x s. and a tubular 
neighbourhood T of C x s. Therefore T is a solid torus. Let A = C x S’ - T and let M be 
the double of A. 
We shall describe many complete and many noncomplete irreducible transversely 
projective foliations on M. 
Notice that the set of representations of xl(Z) in gL(2, IR) is large: such a representation 
is given by a 2g-uple (xl, /I,, . . . , zn, fl.) such that [r, /?,I . . . [r,, ,/I.] = 1, and since in 
gL(2. R) the set of commutators is a ncighbourhood of I, we can for example choose 
21, 1 . ..%-I. B /In_, arbitrarily in a neighbourhood of I. 
In particular there arc many representations which have the propcrtics demanded 
below. 
Every rcprescntation /I: 7c, (C) + $L(2, R) can be suspended into a codimcnsion-1 foli- 
ation ,Y,, on X x S’ which is transverse to the circle fibration. Obviously .Yh is transversely 
projective and complete. Its holonomy representation is easy to describe: let us identify 
n,(X x S*) with nr(I) x Z. This representation sends (7.0) to /I(Y) and (I. n) to the integral 
translation of amplitude n. 
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We pick an element 7 E n,(C) in the conjugacy class represented by C. We shall always 
take h such that h(‘i) # 1. In this case, after if necessary a small isotopy, Y’,, is transverse to 
C x s. and therefore to S = ST. Let 9, be the double of YhlA. 
Thus 9, is a transversely projective foliation on M. Its holonomy group is the same as 
.Yh’s one: it is generated by the image of h and the unit translation. In particular Sk is 
nondegenerate, and .9h is irreducible if the image of h is nonsolvable. One sees easily that 
9h has only one Novikov component. 
To decide for which h’s the foliation 3, is complete, we use the following theorem. which 
was proved in [S]: 
THEOREM. Let X be a compact 3-manifold divided into two domains A. B by an incom- 
pressible surface S. Let 9 be a transversely projective foliation on M, which is transverse to 
dX, to S and to 2s. 
1. Assume that the restriction 91.7 is nondegenerate. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) 9 (A and .F 1 B are complete. 
(b) 9)s and 9 are complete. 
2. Assume that 91s is dcyencrate. that .F( A is nondegenerate and that B is not simply 
connected relatively to S. Then 9 is not complete. 
First take tI such that h(y) has no fixed point on the real line. Let us apply the above 
thcorcm with X = Z5 x S’ and B = T and 3 = .Yh. 
Consider the foliation YhlS. Since h(y) gcncratcs its holonomy group, it is nondcgcner- 
ate: all assumptions of point I of the theorem are verified. Since .‘/‘,,(S is a foliation of the 
2-torus by circles. it is complctc. Since T/h and YhlS arc both complete, after point 1 of the 
theorem, .‘/,,I A is complctc. 
Let us apply the theorem a second time with X = M and B = M - A and 3 = 3h. 
Since h(y) generates the holonomy group ofFhIS, it is nondegenerate: all assumptions of 
point 1 of the theorem arc verified. We have just shown that 9,,l A is complete. Since ghl B is 
diffeomorphic to .FhJA, it is also complete. Since Yhl A and 9,,l B are both complete, after 
point I of the theorem, Yh is complete. 
Now take h such that h(y) has fixed points on the real line. Let us apply the above 
theoremwithX=MandB=M_Aand4”=9,,. 
Since h(y) generates the holonomy group of YhlS, this foliation is degenerate: all 
assumptions of point 2 of the theorem are verified, and therefore .9,, is not complete. 
If moreover h is taken such that h(i) has hyperbolic fixed points on the real line then we 
can say more: 9,+ is contained in the interior of the set of noncomplete transversely 
projective foliations, for the transversely projective topology. 
Indeed, Ict 5, q be two generators of n!(S) such that the holonomy rcprcscntation of 
9,, sends 5 to h(g), and sends q to 1. 
Let .Y be a transversely projective foliation on M. If 9 is close enough to Y,,, then 
(a) 9 is transverse to S; (b) its holonomy representation H is so close to that of 3h that 
H(5) has a fixed point x on the real line; (c) H(q) is not a nontrivial integral translation 
and (d) 91 A is nondegenerate. 
Since H(q) commutes with H(5) and is not a nontrivial integral translation, it must 
fix x also. Therefore 91s is degenerate. According to the above theorem, 9 is not 
complete. + 
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